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a dedication

This report is dedicated to Eastpointe’s employees.
Every year, obstacles require us to adapt to ensure
our members get the high-quality care they deserve.
2020 was different. Delivering for our members during
this tumultuous year required a total transformation.
You changed how we operate.
You changed how we deliver services.
You changed how we care for one another.
Author Zig Ziglar perfectly captured your
approach when he said:
“Good things come to those who believe, better
things come to those who are patient and the
best things come to those who don’t give up.”
Because of your belief, patience and
perseverance, better times are ahead.
Thank you.
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Welcome

Constant
Change,
Consistent
Care.
Last year, we described how we continued to care
for our members despite the destruction Hurricane
Florence caused.
We hoped the rapid operational changes the storm
necessitated would be a once in a lifetime challenge.
Little did we know 2020 would prove that what’s
past is prologue.
The changes Florence demanded for those few weeks
in 2018 turned out to be the training that prepared
us for the more consistent and pervasive challenges
we faced this year—challenges that required a total
transformation of our approach to care.
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persevering through the covid -19 pandemic
The COVID-19 pandemic forced us to change our
entire organization within weeks.
Caring for our employees required everyone
to immediately begin working remotely.
We had to rethink behavioral healthcare delivery.
We coordinated with our LME-MCO cohorts as well
as our partners in federal, state and local government
to support socially-distanced care delivery.
Despite these enormous challenges, as North Carolina’s
stay at home order took hold, telehealth options were
made available for all of our members.
We dedicated additional funding to support our providers’
financial health. New laws removing regulatory barriers
allowed us to help providers deliver high-quality remote care,
and we made sure they were promptly reimbursed for it.
COVID-19 also challenged us to find new ways to care for
our communities. Using predictive analytics, we identified
populations at-risk for COVID-19 and connected them
to testing resources and primary care. Donning personal
protective equipment, our Transition to Community Living
Initiative Team continued to help members relocate to new
housing. Our Community Relations Team moved all of our
educational seminars and training online.

Finally, the tragic death of George Floyd, and so many others,
challenged us to change the way we care for each other. We
formed a Diversity Recognition and Celebration Workgroup
charged with helping ensure our employees always have a
safe and supportive environment in which to work.
We executed these changes while delivering service at
levels that motivated members to recognize us as the
top-performing LME-MCO for the third consecutive
year in the 2019 Consumer Perception of Care Survey.
These accomplishments are only possible because of
the support of our Area Board of Directors, Consumer
and Family Advisory Committee, Provider Council and
Human Rights Committee.
We’re grateful for the continued support and guidance
of the Boards of Commissioners and county managers
in each of our 10 counties.
To our providers, community partners and everyone
with whom we worked to deliver quality care despite our
unprecedented challenges: Thank you for your support,
guidance, caring and understanding. We look forward
to continuing our work together.

sar ah n. stroud
remaining proactive on privatization

Eastpointe CEO

Along with the state’s six other LME-MCOs, our
preparations for becoming a Tailored Plan in North
Carolina’s privatized Medicaid system continued
both prior to and during our COVID-19 response.
We introduced new technology and analytics capabilities
to enhance care management for our most vulnerable
members. We began the National Committee for Quality
Assurance accreditation process in an effort to further
improve our service quality. Eastpointe also partnered
with five of its counties to introduce new approaches for
providing whole-person care.
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Financial Performance
2020

Revenue
Medicaid

$231,962,580

Federal and State

$41,109,527

Local		

$1,465,388

Grant		

$456,382

Administration

$36,969,557

Eastpointe
At-A-Glance
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32,756

members served
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Financial Performance
2020

Expenditures
Medicaid

$233,535,401

Federal and State

$41,434,222

Local		

$1,465,388

Grant		

$374,934

Administration

$35,052,616

304

employees
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29,308 940,315
calls processed

claims processed
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Community Investment
ensuring access to care

Eastpointe’s primary goal is to make sure
members can access high-quality care when
they need it.
Our Clinical, Network and Operations Teams
meet this goal with excellence. They develop
new ideas to improve whole-person care. They
partner with providers to ensure seamless
delivery. They connect members to care
quickly and easily.
We also ensure care is delivered efficiently,
which generates financial savings. This year,
these savings were the lifeline that allowed
us to preserve care access despite COVID-19.

$6.5

MILLION

to ensure service
continuity for
members through
our provider
network

In the months following North
Carolina’s stay at home order,
Eastpointe dedicated $6.5 million
to deliver behavioral health
in our new, socially-distanced
world. This money supported our
providers’ financial well-being
and the rapid rollout of telehealth.
Prior to COVID-19, we invested $250,000
through a grant program to help five counties
improve care quality. The counties used
these funds to launch new whole-person
care initiatives and more effectively
address the opioid epidemic.
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Operational Performance
meeting the challenge

Eastpointe
continues to
deliver on its
commitment to
serve members
with excellence.

2020 Annual Report

In FY20, we exceeded all of the state’s standard
performance measures, despite COVID-19’s onset
in the third quarter.
As the pandemic took hold, we implemented policy
changes designed to deliver behavioral health in a
socially-distanced world. To ensure members could
access care without delay, we temporarily suspended
the service authorization process. Our Claims Team
quickly reformatted our system, allowing providers
to bill for new telehealth services and be promptly
reimbursed. Our Member Call Center began accepting
calls from the Hope4NC telephone line from people
dealing with COVID-19-related stress.
In most years, the numbers in the charts below tell the
story of our operational success. This year, the amount
by which we exceeded standards was eclipsed by the
enormity of the obstacles we overcame in the process.
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Operational Performance
meeting the challenge

Our Member Call Center
outperformed the state’s
standard of less than five
percent for abandoned calls,
averaging about three percent.

key

calls abandoned

6%
5%

ma ximum allowable

4%
3%

State Standard

2%
Eastpointe

1%
0%
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

members in need of emergent support
Members admitted to a hospital
need additional support to ensure
their return to their community is
successful. Our Care Coordination
Team provided this support—with
personal protective equipment
when needed. We exceeded the
state’s goal by almost 15 percent.

10 0%

key

9 0%

State Standard

95%

85%

Eastpointe

80%

75%
Q1
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Q2

Q3

Q4
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When a member needs services from
a provider, Eastpointe must approve
the request before it can be provided.
We pride ourselves on processing
these requests accurately and quickly.
In FY20, we processed 100 percent
of requests we received faster than
required. During COVID-19, we allowed
members to bypass the authorization
process to immediately access services.

key

timefr ame for service authorization

10 0%

98%

9 6%

State Standard

% of Medicaid Auth Requests
Processed in Required Timeframe

% of Uninsured Auth Requests
Processed in Required Timeframe

The state requires 90 percent
of provider claims and member
complaints to be processed within
30 days. We processed 99 percent
of our providers’ claims within a
month despite the need to reformat
our system to process telehealth
services. We also addressed 100
percent of our members’ complaints
within the required timeframe.

94%

92%
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

processing claims and complaints

10 0%

80%

key
State Standard
% of Medicaid Complaints
Processed within 30 days
% of Uninsured Complaints
Processed within 30 days

60%

40%

20%

% of Medicaid Claims
Processed within 30 days

0%
% of Uninsured Claims
Processed within 30 days
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2019 Perception of Care Survey
maintaining our position a s the best
lme-mco for the third consecutive year

Each year, North Carolina Mental Health and Substance
Use Services conducts a Consumer Perception of Care
Survey. This voluntary survey assesses members’
satisfaction with publicly funded mental health and
substance use servces as well as their perceptions
of quality and outcomes.

Eastpointe was rated as the top performing LMEMCO for the third consecutive year. Just like last year,
members ranked us the best in every single category!
Members’ recognition of our dedication to excellence
is the most important honor we can receive.
Here is a detailed breakdown of their feedback:

percentage of survey respondents
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

Promptly Delivering a
Consumer Handbook

Educating on
Complaint Filing

Ensuring Provider
Choice

Meeting Members’
Need for Prompt Service

Providing All Necessary
Information

Delivering Help
Applying for Benefits

key
Eastpointe
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Alliance

Cardinal

Partners

Sandhills

Trillium

Vaya
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category descriptions

Promptly Delivering a
Consumer Handbook

Members must receive a handbook within 14
days of initiating services. This handbook provides
them with information about their rights and
responsibilities while in treatment.

Educating on
Complaint Filing

Eastpointe’s goal is to make sure members are
completely satisfied with their service experience.
To make sure we’re doing our best, it’s critical they
are made aware of the complaint filing process.

Ensuring
Provider Choice

Eastpointe’s most fundamental role is to connect
members with providers who can help. Though we
serve one of the most rural areas of the state, we
ensure members have a choice of providers.

Meeting Members’
Need for Prompt Service

Members in need of services are likely experiencing
significant stress. The statistics are clear: If a member
can’t access the necessary services in a timely way,
they typically don’t get treatment at all, leading to
poor outcomes.

Providing All
Necessary Information

Informed members make better decisions, especially
when a decision is needed quickly. Better decisions
lead to better outcomes.

Delivering Help
Applying for Benefits

Eastpointe makes sure members receive the help
they need to access care. Members who don’t
are unlikely to seek services in the future.
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Responding to COVID-19
changing how behavior al
healthcare is delivered

Immediately, it was clear the
new world COVID-19 imposed
required a total transformation
of behavioral healthcare
delivery—and quickly.
We faced an enormous task, with no
precedent for how to accomplish it.
Despite the enormity of our challenge,
Eastpointe, working together with government
agencies, community groups and providers,
helped invent new ways to maintain
members’ services without interruption.
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Responding to COVID-19
changing how behavior al
healthcare is delivered

going remote… almost overnight
Protecting employees’ health and safety was our primary
concern as COVID-19 began spreading throughout our
catchment area.
Our Executive Team transitioned everyone to remote
status. Daily meetings were started to discuss the latest
federal and state agency guidance and plan our approach
to remote work.
On March 16, staff were notified that our telecommuting
protocol would officially begin the following day. Our
IT Team worked diligently to ensure everyone had the
equipment to do their jobs and maintain communication
with all of our stakeholders.
Each department implemented new procedures,
conducted daily team meetings and mandated daily
updates to ensure core functions were maintained
at our high standard.
To ensure all services remained available, some staff
continued coming onsite and maintained in-person contact
with members. To protect these employees, the Executive
Team implemented COVID-19 safety protocols. Our
Facilities Team sourced personal protective equipment
and hygiene supplies and distributed them to each of
our sites and to the departments remaining in the field.
Staff were asked to notify their supervisor if they were
coming onsite. Work areas were regularly sanitized.
Daily building access reports were reviewed to ensure
staff densities remained low.
Over the span of just one week, Eastpointe transformed
into an almost completely virtual organization.
Ensuring our Team’s safety and preserving their ability
to contact stakeholders was only the first step.

coordinating with partners
to ensure care access
Our providers needed to deliver care remotely. We had
to protect members in congregate settings, where the
virus could spread more quickly. We had to devise ways to
safely provide care that could not be delivered remotely.
Providers needed their administrative workload reduced
and access to better technology to engage in telehealth.
All of this had to be done within weeks.
These changes required countless federal and state
policy updates.
Our Team connected with their cohorts from across the
healthcare world to make it happen. We participated in
regular calls with the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services to understand how federal policies were changing.
We followed-up with colleagues at the Department of
Health and Human Services to discuss how federal policy
changes were going to be applied in North Carolina as well
as how state-level policies were going to be modified.
We established regular check-ins with our fellow LMEMCOs to exchange ideas about rolling out new policies and
adjusting operations to address our most pressing needs.
Our employees engaged with colleagues statewide in
their areas of expertise—clinical teams, chief medical
officers, network management teams, etc.—to assess
progress, identify problems and recommend adjustments
to policymakers.
This approach—this comprehensive collaboration—
produced a wave of behavioral healthcare delivery
changes benefiting our members and providers in
a matter of just weeks.

Our next challenge was figuring out how to preserve
our members’ access to services with almost no
in-person care options.

2020 Annual Report
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Responding to COVID-19
changing how behavior al
healthcare is delivered

supporting our providers
Maintaining members’ access to care during COVID-19
depended on our providers’ ability to deliver it remotely.
We supported their efforts in a few critical ways.
Enhancing Communication
Our first task was making sure we were communicating
seamlessly. We built an online form for providers to notify
us, in real-time, of complications that could disrupt service
delivery. We created an online question form. Our internal
issue experts researched answers and compiled memos
with our feedback.
We also published a new COVID-19 webpage to condense
all pandemic policy-related information in one place.
Ensuring Rapid Reimbursement for Telehealth
The policy changes federal and state governments
instituted to promote telehealth required a range of
administrative updates.

Most importantly, we updated service codes and rates
in our billing system so providers could be promptly
reimbursed for virtual visits. We also notified providers
that Eastpointe would reprocess any relevant claims
submitted prior to the state’s changes so they wouldn’t
have to be resubmitted.
Delivering Financial Relief
In March 2020, we announced a comprehensive set of
financial supports to help ensure providers would be able to:
• Retain staff
• Reduce revenue loss due to the transition
to providing remote services
• Purchase personal protective equipment and
technology to support telehealth services
Our support package, totaling $6.5 million, included
several temporary rate increases, advance payments
for crisis service providers and reimbursement parity
for outpatient services provided in-person or remotely.
Reducing the Regulatory Burden

Over the
span of just one
week, Eastpointe
transformed
into an almost
completely virtual
organization.

2020 Annual Report

With more flexible behavioral health regulations in
place, we adopted a compassionate approach with
our providers to help them focus on service delivery
and ensure clinical appropriateness.
To reduce documentation requirements, we waived
providers’ requirement to submit concurrent
authorizations for Medicaid and state services.
We also allowed for provisional credentialing and
extended the timeline for the re-credentialing process.
Eastpointe joined the state’s push to broaden service
definitions and ease the monitoring review process.
We temporarily suspended or canceled all external
audits and reviews, except for those involving member
health and safety. When monitoring was required,
we made it more convenient by utilizing HIPAAcompliant, virtual communication.

eastpointe.net
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Responding to COVID-19
changing how behavior al
healthcare is delivered

supporting our members
Ensuring our providers were given the resources and
policy flexibility to deliver telehealth ensured continuity
of services for most of our members.
However, we still had to develop a novel approach to help
members with more complex needs, for whom in-person
contact was required for most, if not all, of their care.
This responsibility was shouldered by our Care Coordinators.

Offering Hope
Care Coordinators are responsible for managing every
aspect of members’ care, most notably outreach to the
myriad organizations that support or provide that care
including psychological assessment providers, the Social
Security Administration and departments of social services.
Eastpointe’s Care Coordinators strived to be “ambassadors
of hope” during the pandemic by maintaining a consistent
presence in members’ lives despite the restrictions
imposed on in-person contact.
It is difficult to replace the quality of in-person interactions
in the care coordination process. To compensate, our
Team increased the frequency of virtual contact. More
courtesy calls were added to the communications mix.
When needed, Coordinators used personal protective
equipment and went to members’ homes to collect
document signatures. Necessary intellectual and
developmental disability (I/DD) evaluations were
completed virtually.

2020 Annual Report

We added new services. To help our I/DD members,
who face logistical challenges being out in their
communities on top of COVID-19 health risks, we
partnered with Mom’s Meals to provide access to
healthy food.
Continuing Community Housing Transitions
with Creative Communication
Our Transition to Community Living Initiative (TCLI)
Care Coordinators faced the most difficult challenge of all:
Organizing housing moves. Despite the state’s stay at home
order taking effect, the TCLI Team needed to continue its
work both in-person and remotely to get the job done.
Many members who move into community housing live
in congregate settings, including family care and adult care
homes. Because residents keep close quarters, staff had to
be vigilant in their efforts to prevent COVID-19 infections
in these facilities. If our members left, the facilities’
COVID protocols prevented them from returning. With
these restrictions, how could we take members into the
community to complete apartment showings, shop and
prepare to move?
Our Team compensated by using technology. We
provided facility staff with tablets that supported virtual
collaboration. We worked with staff to assist members
with viewing properties, shopping and selecting furniture.
We also used virtual meetings to collaborate with
providers to complete members’ initial TCLI meetings.
Offering face to face contact with new TCLI members
helps establish a comfort level with the process and
gives them the confidence to move forward.

eastpointe.net
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Responding to COVID-19
changing how behavior al
healthcare is delivered

Once a member moves, continued Team support helps
ensure their success in their new environment. We were
determined to maintain this critical in-person interaction.
Working in pairs—a licensed clinician with a peer support
specialist or a transition coordinator with a peer support
specialist—our field staff used their personal protective
equipment and conducted the visits our members
required. Our Medical Team maintained a list of TCLI
members with physical health problems and contacted
them regularly. Information from their outreach was
immediately provided to those in the field.
The Team maintained quarterly meetings with Supportive
Employment, Community Support Team and Assertive
Community Treatment Team providers. We met with
Transition Management Services providers monthly.
These meetings were open forums to troubleshoot the
increasingly complex process of planning and executing
members’ moves during the pandemic. We offered
technical assistance to help providers meet the state’s
TCLI Settlement demands.

We accomplished all of this while increasing our caseload.
Since most TCLI employees work on every aspect of the
community move process, the Team is more efficient.
We avoided burnout by incorporating team appreciation
activities and team-building exercises into our meetings.
This gave staff the opportunity to debrief on their
experiences and get their co-workers’ support.
Maintaining clear communication with all of our
stakeholders and supporting one another helped
provide the best member service possible. This approach
helped the TCLI Team earn a perfect score for discharge
planning with state psychiatric hospitals. It also helped
Eastpointe become the only LME-MCO to meet its TCLI
Settlement housing target for FY20, with a net increase
of 65 members transitioned into community housing!
Using Analytics to Monitor High-Risk Populations

We worked closely with our property inspector to ensure
living spaces continued to be reviewed. We partnered
with landlords to conduct virtual lease signings and
reduce administrative hurdles.

Our Care Coordination Teams had been working with
an analytics partner for months prior to the pandemic.
They designed algorithms to highlight when a member is
at risk of a behavioral health-related hospital admission.
Our partner used member data to create a unique risk
score, allowing our Care Coordinators to proactively
engage with higher-risk members to help them avoid
unnecessary admissions.

Adjustments were also made to our Community Inclusion
Pilot Program. Through this pilot, members access flexible
funding to participate in activities that strengthen ties to
their community. During COVID-19, some of this money
was used to provide tablets to help members maintain
community connection virtually. Early results show
participants are more likely to both spend time in their
community and stay in their TCLI-arranged housing.

This investment in data science paid off during our
COVID-19 response. Our vendor rapidly assembled
a list of members at higher risk for COVID-19-related
admissions. It also flagged members who had potentially
been hospitalized for COVID-19 so they could be
contacted. These lists ensured we invested our
pandemic response time as efficiently as possible
to help the members most in need.
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working together to maintain
services during covid -19

What happens when you partner with a proactive
LME-MCO during COVID-19? Services as usual!
Since 1975, Diversified Opportunities, Inc. (DOI) has been providing services to persons with
disabilities in Greene, Wayne and Wilson Counties. Like other mental health, intellectual and
developmental disability, and substance use service providers, we could not have imagined the
impact COVID-19 would have on our consumers.

PROVIDER STORY

By early March, we knew we were going to experience an event that would disrupt the critical
supports we—and many others—worked so hard over many decades to develop for persons
with disabilities.
That’s when we reached out directly to Eastpointe’s CEO, Sarah Stroud.
Eastpointe recognized we would be forced to completely restructure our traditional system of
service provision. Within 24 hours, Sarah and her Team responded with a plan that allowed us to
continue to provide these critical supports to each of our consumers throughout the pandemic.
It was clear Eastpointe’s primary goal at the onset of COVID-19 was the continuation of services
for all of its members.
With a fair amount of trial and error, and a tremendous amount of support and guidance
from Eastpointe and local and state leadership, DOI developed a comprehensive blend of
remote and in-person services based on each consumer’s needs and preferences.
Within 45 days we were back to business as usual!
The participants, staff and Board of Directors of DOI would like to express their humble
gratitude to the Eastpointe Team for their quick and able response. Because of our partnership,
our consumers were able to make a rapid transition back to the services and friendships that
are so critical to their well-being. Thank you!

Cindy Harrell
director

2020 Annual Report
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making the most of a
socially-distanced world

Meet Brittany Jones.
Brittany has been diagnosed with both cognitive delays and a meningioma, a type of brain tumor,
for which she receives Innovations Waiver services through Eastpointe.
Despite the many medical issues her tumor creates, Brittany’s mom describes her as an “overcomer,”
determined to live life to the fullest.
She loves interacting with people and making them smile and laugh. One of the main ways Brittany
was able to do that was by volunteering at a local elementary school. Sadly, COVID-19 made
traveling to the elementary school impossible.
In classic Brittany style, she was not going to allow a pandemic to keep her from doing what she
loves. She turned COVID-19 from an obstacle into an opportunity.

MEMBER STORY

Brittany had always wanted to start
a business that would help put a
smile on people’s faces. So, her mom
helped her start a lemonade stand.
The slogan on her stand mimics
Brittany’s approach to life:
“When life gives you lemons,
you make lemonade”
Brittany’s curbside lemonade business
is booming during COVID-19. What
happens when the weather turns cold?
Not a problem. Brittany will deliver hot
chocolate and coffee.
The Eastpointe Team is excited to
support Brittany in all her endeavors!
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Medicaid Transformation
sharpening our oper ational focus

Continuously
delivering
higher-quality
behavioral health
for members and
communities
in rural areas
requires creativity
and attention
to detail.

We’ve applied these capabilities to our preparations for
becoming a Tailored Plan in North Carolina’s privatized
Medicaid system.
As Tailored Plans, the state’s LME-MCOs will be charged
with providing access to whole-person care—both physical
and behavioral—for members with the most challenging
behavioral health needs. We’ve addressed the challenges
of this transition from every angle, including our wholeperson care initiatives and community investments.
This year, with the transformation process accelerating
toward its finish, we sharpened our focus on operations.

preparing for ncqa accreditation
Excellent service and better outcomes are based on
sound internal processes. By instituting policies to
better measure performance, we are better able
to deliver standardized, quality care.
Because the National Committee for Quality Assurance
(NCQA) provides the most rigorous process review in
the healthcare industry, Eastpointe applied to receive
its accreditation.
Throughout this year—before and during COVID-19—
Eastpointe staff conducted readiness reviews, analyzing
our internal processes and identifying where improvement
was needed.
Accreditation requires Eastpointe to demonstrate, for
at least six months prior to the final review, compliance
with the current NCQA standards. Once our processes
were ready, staff began measuring outcomes against
these standards, adjusting and remeasuring.
Eastpointe will be submitting documentation demonstrating
that the organization has met NCQA’s standards in January
2021. NCQA will analyze those documents and conduct an
onsite review before issuing its final accreditation.
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Medicaid Transformation
sharpening our oper ational focus

introducing technology to simplif y
complex care management
Care Coordinators assist members with complex
health challenges.
Eastpointe deployed a new care management technology
platform this year to better support the intricate care
planning process.
This platform delivers two critical capabilities. First, it
provides workflow management tools that improve our
ability to deliver whole-person care. Second, it supports
data integration that helps uncover opportunities to
provide better care more cost-effectively.

These new models will pinpoint how we can help members
take their medications and avoid hospitalization. We can
also share the results of our analysis with providers and
work with them to create value-based care arrangements
that reduce costs.
Eastpointe is launching this platform in three phases.
Phase One, focused on children with complex care needs,
began on May 28, 2020. The final two phases will roll-out
in FY21. Once all phases are live, the system will support
120 Care Coordinators and 35,000 members.

Coordinating care requires managing outreach to dozens
of organizations on behalf of thousands of members. It
involves a daunting amount of detail. We’ve integrated a
social determinants of health system into this technology
platform to better manage the social care networks upon
which whole-person care depends, including housing,
food, transportation, employment and financial assistance
organizations. With this feature, care managers can
search databases, refer members to the best resource
and maintain that information in their care plan. These
workflow management features make outreach more
efficient and ensure we’re always in compliance.
The data integration tools help uncover opportunities
to improve outcomes and decrease costs. We’ve
incorporated medical, pharmacy and state hospital
census data as well as algorithms developed by our
analytics partner.
We are combining this data to develop models to identify
members with no active prescription for a behavioral
health-related condition and for members likely to be noncompliant with their medication regimen. High rates of
non-adherence in conditions like depression, anxiety and
schizophrenia can lead to unnecessary hospitalizations.
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Taking Action to Promote Diversity

George Floyd’s senseless death—and the deaths of so
many others—required us not just to reflect but to act.
Eastpointe’s mission is focused on building love, tolerance
and understanding in our communities on behalf of
our members. It is just as important that we spread
love, tolerance and understanding among Eastpointe
employees. For us to deliver for our members, we must
deliver for ourselves first.
Having zero tolerance for racism or discrimination is only
a starting point. We wanted to ensure we were meeting
a far higher standard:

That our employees,
regardless of color,
know they are
working in a safe
and supportive
environment.
We began an organization-wide conversation to ensure
this standard is being met. Employees said Eastpointe
needed to start by redoubling its efforts to recognize
and celebrate all of the cultures on our Team and in
our communities.
In response, we created a Diversity Recognition and
Celebration Workgroup. Interested employees completed
an application to become members.
In June, we convened a Selection Committee representing
the diversity of ethnic backgrounds on our Team to
review the applications. Members read and ranked each
application. Human Resources reviewed the results.

2020 Annual Report

The Committee chose seven employees as the
inaugural members of our Diversity Recognition
and Celebration Workgroup:

Courtney Boyette

Cordelia Chavis

Gregg Conover

Henry Gracia

Melissa Locklear

Chandra Philyaw

Dayna Pitts

This Workgroup will guide our next set of actions
to ensure we’re meeting our standard.
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Community Relations
continuing to connect

The Community Relations Team’s mission is to build and
strengthen Eastpointe’s connections to the communities it
serves. Working with our 300+ partner organizations, we
raise awareness about behavioral health issues and how
to support those with behavioral health challenges.
Each year in this report, we chronicle our outreach efforts
in photos and charts. Our results make our outreach
strategy clear—our Team prides itself on being on the
ground in our communities every day.
Through February 2020, we did just that. We crisscrossed
our counties hosting and attending training sessions and
participating in group meetings. We executed 10-county
campaigns for Overdose Awareness Day, Recovery
Month, ACEs Awareness Week and Human Trafficking
Awareness Month.
The onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, and the
implementation of North Carolina’s stay at home order
in March 2020, created an existential moment for
Community Relations. Within a matter of days, we had
to completely change our identity. We had to continue
to connect with our communities without the on-theground organizing that is at our core.
We immediately began converting our library of in-person
material into online presentations with the help of our
Training Department. From our hundreds of partners, we
recruited virtual presenters to help deliver our content.
From March through June, we successfully executed 100
trainings on 40 different topics including Stress, Anxiety
and Depression; Self-care; Brain Injury; Mental Health
Concerns for Educators; Adverse Childhood Experiences
(ACEs); Trauma; Resilience; and Laughter Yoga.
In less than four months, our online presentations
reached over 2,600 people.
We’re still learning how to operate in our new COVID-19
world. In the coming year, we will work with our partners
to better connect with our communities.
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delivering behavior al health
tr aining for first responders
Eastpointe regularly coordinates Crisis Intervention
Team (CIT) Training throughout the year in all of our
counties. CIT is designed to improve the way law
enforcement, EMS, fire and rescue and phone-based
crisis support staff respond to people experiencing
mental health crises. The goal is to ensure those
experiencing a crisis can get the help they need
when it can have the biggest impact.

Within a matter
of days, we had to
completely change
our identity. We
had to continue
to connect with
our communities
without the on-theground organizing
that is at our core.
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Community Relations
continuing to connect

Since beginning CIT training in 2008, we’ve now
completed 100 classes and trained 1,400 graduates!

Even though COVID-19 reduced our class volume this
year, we were still able to complete 12 classes and
graduate 182 officers.

number of cit gr aduates per
agency tr ained f y20

Elizabeth City State University Campus Police

1

Pinehurst Police Dept

1

Pine Terrace Vol. Fire Dept

1

Sampson County EMS

1

Edenton Police Dept

2

Scotland County Sheriff’s Office

2

Snow Hill Police Dept

2

Stantonsburg Police Dept

2

Edgecombe County Sheriff’s Office

3

Kinston Police Dept

3

Longleaf Neuro-Medical Treatment Center

3

Sampson County 911

3

UNC-Pembroke Campus Police

3

Clinton Police Dept

4

Greene County Sheriff’s Office

4

Robeson County Sheriff’s Office

4

Wilson County Emergency Communications

4

Vidant Company Police

5

Wilson Police Dept

5

Sampson County Detention Center
Sampson County Sheriff’s Office
Wayne County Sheriff’s Office

8
9
10

Goldsboro Police Dept

12

NC DPS

12

Wayne County EMS
Wilson County Sheriff’s Office
Robeson County Detention Center
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Community Relations
continuing to connect

Scotland County CIT graduates, July 2019.

Wilson County CIT graduates, August 2019.

Snow Hill CIT graduates, July 2019.

Robeson County Detention Center
CIT graduates, November 2019.

Wayne County CIT graduates, September 2019.
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Community Relations
continuing to connect

Robeson County Detention Center
CIT graduates, November 2019.

Edgecombe County CIT graduates, December 2019.

Scotland County CIT graduates, December 2019.

Wilson County CIT graduates, February 2020.
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COMMUNIT Y PARTNER STORY

“This moment in time has
reminded us as a police culture
that de-escalation is a paramount
tool an officer must carry while
serving the community. It is
wonderful to know we have
servant driven,
quick-thinking
officers such
as SPO Hine.” *
Russell B. Winstead
patrol sergeant & k9 supervisor
wilson police department

* Sergeant Hine was
a 2018 CIT graduate
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Community Relations
continuing to connect

distributing lifesaving narcan kits

Opioid overdose
is a persistent
problem across
our 10 counties.
Narcan kits deliver naloxone, a drug that can save
lives by rapidly reversing opioid overdose.
Annually, the Community Relations Team coordinates
with emergency management and local law enforcement
to determine their naloxone need and fill it.
In the spring of 2020, following the onset of COVID-19,
the need grew quickly. Eastpointe answered the call by
partnering with the Department of Health and Human
Services to provide 1,044 Narcan kits.
The importance of Narcan access was reinforced through
the stories of two Bladen County law enforcement officers.

Top: White Lake Patrolman Brooks Yandle
Bottom: Bladen County Sheriff’s Deputy Jessica Portalatin

FY20 Narcan
Kit Distribution
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Community Relations
continuing to connect

Courtney Boyette delivers Narcan kits to Edgecombe County.

Melissa Reese delivers Narcan kits to Duplin County.

Courtney Boyette delivers Narcan kits to Greene County.

108
bladen

120
edgecombe

96
lenoir

144
sampson

204
wayne

72
duplin

36
greene

120
robeson

120
scotland

24
wilson
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Community Relations
continuing to connect

William Sellers delivers Narcan kits to Bladen County.

William Sellers delivers Narcan kits to Robeson County.

Venessia Hill and Board Member Nancy
Moore deliver Narcan kits to Lenoir County.
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Melissa Reese delivers Narcan kits to Sampson County.
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Community Relations
continuing to connect

William Sellers delivers Narcan kits to Scotland County.

Courtney Boyette delivers Narcan kits to Wilson County.

Venessia Hill and Board Member Nancy Moore deliver Narcan kits to Wayne County.
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Community Relations
continuing to connect

conducting 10 -count y outreach campaigns

Prior to COVID-19, our Team
delivered on a goal of conducting
10-county campaigns to help
raise awareness of four issues:
Overdose Awareness Day
August 31 is designated as a day to remember lives lost to
overdose and to celebrate those in recovery. We also used
it as an opportunity to raise awareness of how to prevent
overdoses and access support services.

Sampson County partnered with Eastpointe on the Empty
Chair Campaign to memorialize those lost to overdose.

Bladen County’s event featured empty shoes representing
those lost to overdose.

William Sellers, Eastpointe Community Relations Specialist
(second from the left) and Tommy Thompson, Eastpointe
CFAC Member (second from the right) along with other
members of the Bladen County Opioid Task Force
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Lenoir County Overdose Awareness Day Memory Walk
display (executed in partnership with PORT Health Services).
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Recovery Month
September is National Recovery Month. This observance celebrates the millions of
people in recovery from mental health and substance use disorders, reminding everyone
that treatment is effective and recovery is possible. It also helps reduce the stigma
clouding the public’s understanding of mental health and substance use disorders.

Talk It Out NC Pledge Recognition during the East Duplin High School vs. James Kenan High School Football Game.
Both teams signed the pledge to stop underage drinking. The event was arranged by the Duplin Substance Use Coalition.
Coalition members pictured between the two teams, from left to right: Lt. Scott Kennedy, Duplin Sheriff’s Dept; Jason
McGuirt, Assistant District Attorney; Melissa Reese, Eastpointe Community Relations Specialist; Lori McClain, Guardian
Ad Litem District Administrator; Maury Castillo, Duplin County Health Department; and Sonya Miller, Guardian Ad Litem
Supervisor for Duplin County

Eastpointe, CORE, and the Carolina Family Health Clinic
organized the inaugural Recovery Fest in Edgecombe
County this year.

2020 Annual Report

Eastpointe was proud to support the Coalition for
Addiction and Life Management’s first annual golf
tournament. Eastpointe Community Relations Specialist
Venessia Hill is pictured in the front middle.
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Community Relations
continuing to connect

ACEs Awareness Week

Human Trafficking Awareness Month

We were proud to participate in the first-ever ACEs
Awareness Week in North Carolina in November 2019.
The goals were to raise awareness about ACEs, share
resources to help children build resilience and amplify
advocacy efforts on the issues of childhood trauma
and toxic stress.

During National Human Trafficking Awareness Month
in January 2020, we worked with community partners
to deliver education events including a Human Trafficking
101 presentation and a screening of the documentary
In Plain Sight.

With the help of community partners, we organized
events that included viewings of the film Resilience
followed by an ACEs discussion.

Our Duplin County event. Pictured (left to right):
Jonathan Chavous, Cry Freedom Missions; Melissa Reese,
Eastpointe Community Relations Specialist; Beverly
Weeks, Cry Freedom Missions; and Sue Wells, Vidant
Duplin Hospital
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The Provider Network
at-a- gl ance

provider agencies

242
hospitals

33
licensed independent pr actitioners

34
TOTAL

309
2020 Annual Report
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The Provider Network
e xpanding our approach
to whole-per son care

investing in our partners
Eastpointe invested $250,000 of its operational savings
into grants for its counties. To ensure recipients could
affect change, we determined that awards needed to
be a minimum of $50,000. In the application, we asked
how counties would use this funding to either expand the
implementation of whole-person care or better address
the opioid epidemic.
The five winning proposals delivered on both goals.
Wilson County
The Wilson County Department of Social Services and
Wilson County Substance Prevention Coalition used their
funding to combat the opioid epidemic by strengthening
community collaborations.
To improve prevention efforts, they partnered with the
Area Health Education Center (Area L) to train community
leaders on both substance misuse and whole-person care.
They also planned an overdose public awareness campaign.
They worked with the county EMS Director to expand
the Post-Overdose Response Team (PORT). The PORT
uses a family-centered approach to substance misuse
by providing support to both Narcan recipients and their
support system.

Access to flexible funding for those in recovery was also
expanded. This funding alleviates roadblocks to seeking
treatment, such as transportation expenses. It helps
cover one-time, work-related costs, like a car seat, as
well as caregiving expenses. The funding is also being
used to cover the entrance fee for those seeking
treatment through the Hope Alliance.
Duplin County
Duplin utilized its grant to expand its health department’s
whole-person integrated care model to include the North
Carolina Statewide Telepsychiatry Program, individual
and family therapy services, psychological evaluations,
case management and 24/7 crisis response services.
It also began administering behavioral health
questionnaires and tobacco and substance use
screenings to all of its adult patients.
Wayne County
Wayne County invested its funding to add an overdose
prevention program coordinator to oversee its PostOverdose Reversal Response Team (PORRT) and
facilitate project work with the local community
substance use disorder coalition, the Coalition of
Addiction and Life Management.
As in Wilson County, Wayne’s PORRT uses a familycentered approach to substance misuse by providing
support to both Narcan recipients and their support system.
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The Provider Network
e xpanding our approach
to whole-per son care

Scotland County
Scotland applied its funding to train its health department’s
clinical staff on whole-person care delivery, with a focus
on opioid intervention. Their goal was to more effectively
identify early indicators of behavioral health conditions
and prevent opioid overdose.

This collaborative approach led to the start of a
value-based care pilot with a provider, the parameters
for which included:
• Decreasing emergency department utilization

Bladen County
Bladen used its funding to address two pressing needs.

• Engaging with both primary and dental care

The first was to develop a comprehensive Substance Use
Strategic Plan. This new plan lays out a more comprehensive,
whole-person approach to substance use prevention,
intervention and treatment.

• Adhering to medication instructions

The second was to create a new program to divert those with
substance use challenges from the criminal justice system
into treatment. The program is open to anyone suspected of
drug use, other than violent offenders. It includes a six-week,
in-house treatment program where participants receive
detoxification and evidence-based counseling.

Finally, we included additional outcome measures in both
our walk-in and facility-based crisis providers’ contracts.
These providers are critical to reducing costs because
they help reduce both emergency room visits and the
need for inpatient psychiatric services. Just as important,
they allow members to receive treatment while remaining
in their community.

expanding value-based contr acts

We’re also exploring the potential for adding incentives,
or potentially risk-sharing arrangements, for care
management services.

Improving the efficiency with which behavioral healthcare
is provided—as well as outcomes—requires financial risksharing between managed care organizations and providers.

• Following through with mental and physical health
appointments after hospitalization
• Maintaining family and support system engagement
• Maintaining the current level of care

In 2020, we worked together with our providers
to accomplish this by increasing our use of valuebased contracts.
Our Clinical and Network Operations Teams worked with
our analytics partner to develop models using member
data to identify where value-based contracting changes
could have the biggest impact.
We solicited providers’ ideas for how to most effectively
implement value-based care. We worked hand-in-hand
to generate value-based contract language.
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meeting our members’ service needs

We are continuously evaluating our provider network
to ensure it meets all of our members’ needs.
This year, our service expansion highlights include:

Multidisciplinary
Evaluations (MDE)

These court-ordered evaluations are designed to
assess the extent of an individual’s disability or to
help establish an appropriate guardianship plan.
Our Member Call Center Team schedules these
assessments with our MDE providers and helps
ensure the timely delivery of results to the court.

Level III Residential
Facilities for Dually
Diagnosed Members

This service is for children and adolescents who
have both a mental health/substance use diagnosis
and an intellectual or developmental disability
diagnosis or who need a step-down placement
from a residential treatment facility.

Therapeutic
Foster Care and
Therapeutic Leave

Therapeutic foster care is out-of-home care by
foster parents with specialized training to help
children and adolescents with behavioral health
challenges. It’s designed to provide safe and
nurturing support in a more structured home
environment than typical foster care.

Community Support
Team Services

This service is designed for members living in the
community who have complex behavioral health
needs. It includes a team of professionals led by
a licensed clinician that regularly meets members
and assists them with their recovery goals.

Crisis Diversion Beds

We added several new beds for children and
adolescents to utilize on a short-term basis.
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News Briefs

showing how we #carefornc

enhancing the online provider directory

Eastpointe joined with the state’s other LME-MCOs
to create the Care for NC Campaign.

Eastpointe upgraded its Provider Directory to better
meet members’ needs.

The Campaign’s goal was to use member stories to help
educate North Carolinians, including our elected leaders,
about the role LME-MCOs play in our communities and
how we help deliver better outcomes.

The process started by conducting usability testing
covering a range of factors from reading level to ease
of navigation to support for multiple languages.

Over just a few months, members’ stories, with the
#CareForNC hashtag, reached thousands through social
media. These stories included one from Eastpointe Board
Member, and Chair of our Consumer and Family Advisory
Committee, Nancy Moore.

The results revealed the need for simplified navigation.
We also updated the directory’s search criteria to more
accurately reflect that which our members use to find
their care provider.
Our updated Provider Directory can be found at
https://mco.eastpointe.net:3000/.

This content helped motivate legislators to preserve
LME-MCOs’ funding for state-provided services
during their 2020 budget negotiations.
Learn more at http://www.carefornc.org.
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News Briefs

helping provide hope4nc
Eastpointe joined the Department of Health and Human
Services, and its fellow LME-MCOs, to implement the
Hope4NC Program. In previous years, Hope4NC assisted
residents struggling to recover from hurricanes. The
program was updated and expanded in 2020 to assist
all North Carolinians with COVID-19-related behavioral
health needs.
Members within Eastpointe’s service area who contact
the Helpline are transferred to our Member Call Center
Team for assistance. The Team triages members’ needs
and offers a choice of appropriate community providers.

collabor ating on a new communit y
services crisis plan
North Carolina’s involuntary commitment (IVC) laws
provide for the custody, transportation and evaluation
of individuals identified as potentially having a mental
illness or substance use disorder who may be a danger to
themselves or others. IVC laws allow an individual found
to be a danger to be placed in the custody of a facility
that provides mental illness or substance use treatment.
The General Assembly updated the state’s IVC law,
requiring each LME-MCO to create a Community Services
Crisis Plan—for each of its counties—to facilitate a first
examination and health screening at the same location
for those taken into custody.
Eastpointe developed 10 county-specific plans in
partnership with stakeholders including hospitals,
providers with IVC first examiners, family members,
law enforcement and local magistrates.
Plans were approved by stakeholders and submitted
to the Department of Health and Human Services
ahead of the legislatively-mandated deadline.
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The Eastpointe Area Board of Directors

Our continued success is possible
only with the support of our Area
Board of Directors.
Thank you for your support!

hon. jerry stephens
Chair
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hon. carol mccall
Vice-Chair
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FIND US ONLINE AT
E ASTPOINTE .NET
FACEBOOK: @E ASTPOINTEMCO

